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[57] ABSTRACT 

Tubing with a longitudinal axis and inner ?ns extend 
ing inclined to the axis and being indented to form 
multitudinous baf?es on the ?ns, and a method of pro 
ducing such tubing from a round inner-?n tube blank, 
by partially flattening the blank for interpress ofyop 
posed v?ns, and subsequently expanding the partially 
?attened blank by internal ?uid pressure. 

12 Claims, 18 Drawing Figures 
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TUBING WITHINNER .BAFFLE FINS AND 
METHOD OF PRODUCING IT 

This invention relates to tubing in general, and to 
?nned tubing in particular. 
The type of tubing with which the present invention 

is concerned is provided with inwardly extending ?ns, 
or so-called “inner” ?ns, on its peripheral wall, and ‘is 
used especially, though not exclusively, for heat 
exchange purposes. Such known tubing is formed in 
different ways, including brazing or otherwise joining 
inserted ?ns. to the round wall of a tube, but preferably 
by displacement in known manner of metal from the 
wall of a tube into inner ?ns on the tube wall, with the 
inner ?ns in such tubing extending uninterruptedly 
along the tube wall either axially or helically of the 
tube. Tubing of this type is well known for its heat 
exchange properties which vary from good to excellent, 
depending on the inner-?n pattern and size,lthe partic 
ular heat-exchange application, and other factors. 
However, while tubing of this type fully meets a great 
many different heat-exchange and other requirements, 
there are limits to its applicability for certain speci?c 

I purposes, such as, for example, high ?uid turbulence or 
agitation, owing to inadequate dispersing effect on 
passing ?uid of the inner ?ns by virtue of their continu 
ity and also parallel ‘extension. ' 

It is the primary aim and object of the present inven 
tion to provide tubing of this type of which‘the inner 
?ns are arranged so as to be fully applicable for the 
aforementioned exemplary and also other speci?c pur 
poses. This is achieved‘by resorting to tubing of which 
the inner ?ns extend helically in the ?rst place to force 
passing ?uid into a primary spiral ?ow path along the 
tube wall, and the inner ?ns themselves, rather than 
being uninterrupted throughout, are frequently inter 
rupted over their longitudinal extent to providea multi 

' tude of spaced baf?e-like formations, or “baf?e ?ns,” 
whose heat-exchange and also flow dispersing effects 
on passing ?uid are far beyond the capability of unin 
terrupted ‘?ns. 

‘It is another object of the present invention to pro 
‘vide tubing of this type of which the aforementioned 
baffle ?ns may be arranged in a great variety of di?er 
ent patterns in the matter of their helix angle, their indi 
vidual length and height, and their spacing side-by-side 
andalso end-to-end, thereby to afford as widely varying 
effects of the baf?e ?ns on passing ?uid. 

It is a further object of the present invention to pro 
vide tubing of this type the peripheral wall of which 
may be round or of any other cross-sectional shape, 
thereby to bring widely different proportions of passing 
fluid within contact reach of the baffle ?ns to meet 
most exacting heat-exchange and other requirements, 
including ?uid dispersion and flow diversion. 
Another object ‘of the present invention is to devise 

a method of producing tubing of this type, by starting 
with a round tube blank with inner ?ns which extend 
helically and uninterruptedly along the tube wall, and 
reforming the uninterrupted inner ?ns into multitudi 
nous baffle fins by pressure-indenting the ?ns at recur 
ring intervals for displacement of ?n metal at the inden 
tations and formation of the baffle ?ns between succes 
sive indentations. This method thus avails itself of tube 
blanks provided with inner fins in any of the aforemen 
tioned different ways, and especially by preferred dis 
placement of metal from the peripheral wall of a round 
tube into integral inner ?ns thereon, with the inner ?ns 
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2 
serving as blank formations for their reformation, by 
pressure-indentation, into the multitudinous ba?le ?ns. 
A further object of the present invention is to pro 

vide, in the aforementioned method of producing tub 
ing of this type, for pressure indentation of the inner 
?ns in the starting tube blank by the ?ns themselves. To 
this end, the round tube blank is partially ?attened 
from two opposite sides to such anextent that the‘pe 
ripheral tube wall will be fonned into two opposite ?at 
wall sections and opposite return wall sections joining 
the latter, and the ?ns on the opposite ‘flat wall sections 
are at their crossings interpressed, as disclosed in‘my 
copending application Ser. No. 38,132, ?led‘May I8, 
1970, now US. Pat. No. 3,662,582, dated May 16, 
1972 with the partially ?attened tube‘blank ‘then‘being 
expanded, preferably by internal ?uid ‘pressure, to sep 
arate the interpressed ?ns for bringing the formed ‘baf 
?e‘?ns into functional exposure in the ‘tube. The. partial 
flattening of the round tube blank is thus a key feature 
of the method which lends to the baffle ?ns certain 
unique characteristics, and also secures numerousad 
vantages‘; To beginiwith, it is the nature of thus inter 
pressing the ?nsfat their crossings that the ensuing in~ 
dentations in ‘the ?ns‘ are of a depth approximately 
equal‘to one-half the extent of the interpress of the fins, 
wherefore the endwise spaced multitudinous baffle ?ns 
emerge, not from the‘tube wall, but from ‘the remaining 
uninterrupted bases or roots of the ?ns. The ?ns thus 
have in the expanded tube unique blending characteris 
tics and effects of continuous and interrupted ?ns. The 
step of partially ‘?attening the round tube ‘blank‘is‘an 
exceedingly simple and ef?cient one, affording ‘a 
choice of thus ?attening an entire tube blank, either si 
multaneously between two opposite platens, or pro 
gressively, yet rapidly, between companion pressure 
rolls. Further, with the ?ns in the round tube blank 
being preferably of the same ‘height and thickness 
throughout ‘and being also parallel to each other 
throughout their‘helical extent, the indentations at‘ the 
crossings of all ?ns, formed by their equal interpress 
thereat, are identical in depth, width and shape, where 
fore the effect of the ?ns on passing fluid in the ex‘ 
panded tube is most uniform peripherally throughout 
the tube. Also, the extent of partially ?attening the 
round tubular blank may vary widely to afford as 
widely different extents of interpress of the ?ns at their 
crossings from a barely interpressed minimum to a 
maximum at which the tips of the ?ns on either of the 
?at tube wall sections extend to the other ‘flat tube ‘wall 
section, whereby the height of the baf?e ?ns in relation 
to the overall height of the ?ns may be varied as widely, 
with ensuring widely varying effects of the baffle ?ns on 
passing ?uid in the expanded tube. Further, theop 
posed ?ns on the ?at tube wall section will cross each 
other at twice their original helix angle, even though 
these ?ns are, in the course of partially ?attening the 
round tube blank, displaced from helical disposition on 
the round tube wall into straight parallel disposition ‘on 
the opposite flat tube wall sections. Also, with this 

_ angle of the crossing ?ns beirtgpreferably other than 90 
degrees, displacement of metal of the ?ns at and near 
their crossings in the course of interpressing the fins, 
will follow a path of least resistance to such displace 
ment and, accordingly, will be predominantly to one 
and the same side of the ?ns. This displacement of tin 
metal has the added effect of at least partly twisting the 
baffle ?ns in each helical row out of their orderly linear 
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succession in the row, with these partly twisted baffle 
?ns having further enhanced heat-exchange and flow 
dispersing effects on passing ?uid in the expanded tube. 

It is another object of the present invention to pro 
vide, in the method of producing tubing of this type, for 
expansion by internal ?uid pressure of the partly ?at 
tened tube blank, not just to separate the interpressed 
?ns, but also simultaneously to deform the tube wall, if 
not directly into, then at least close to, any one of many 
different cross-sectional shapes. This involves for most 
?nal tube shapes, in addition to internal ?uid pressure 
for tube expansion, the use of an outer form or a shap 
ing die, or both. ' 

It is a further object of the present invention to apply 
tubing of this type to duplex tubing in which an inner 
tube extends in an outer tube with the present baffle 
?ns, of which the baf?e ?ns are press-?tted on the 
outer periphery of the inner tube. In such a duplex 
tube, any ?uid passing through the outer tube, rather 
than being con?ned in its ?ow to‘ the helical channels 
between the ?ns, is afforded communication peripher 
ally throughout the outer tube by the baffle ?ns, with 
the baffle ?ns having their described and still further 
enhanced effects on the passing ?uid with ensuing ben 
e?cial results also on ?uid passing through the inner 
tube. 
Further objects and advantages will appear to those 

skilled in the art from the following, considered in con 
junction with the accompanying drawings. 

In the accompanying drawings, in which certain 
modes of carrying out the present invention are shown 
for illustrative purposes: 
FIG. 1 is a cross-section through a round tube blank 

which is to be formed into ?nal tubing embodying th 
invention; ‘ 

FIG. 2 is a longitudinal section through the tube 
blank taken on the line 2——2 of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 illustrates an intermediate step in an also fea 

tured method of forming the tube blank into ?nal tub 
mg; 
FIG. 4 is a cross-section through the tube blank in an 

intermediate stage of its formation into ?nal tubing; 
FIG. 5 is a longitudinal section through the tube 

blank taken on the line 5——5 of FIG. 4; 
FIG. 6 illustrates another step in the method of form 

ing the tube blank into ?nal tubing; 
FIG. 7 is a cross-section through ?nal tubing formed 

by the disclosed method; 
FIG. 8 is a longitudinal section through the ?nal tub. 

ing taken on the line 8—8 of FIG. 7; 
FIG. 9 is an enlarged view of a part of the ?nal tubing 

encircled by dot-and-dash lines in FIG. 8; 
FIG. 10 is a fragmentary section through the ?nal 

tubing as taken on the line 10-—-10 of FIG. 9; 
FIG. 11 is a cross-section through a tube blank in a 

modi?ed intermediate stage of its formation into ?nal 
tubing; 
FIG. 12 illustrates a step in the method of forming a 

tube blank into ?nal tubing of a different cross-section; 
FIG. 13 is a cross-section through the tube blank 

taken on the line 13—-13 of FIG. 12; 
FIG. 14 illustrates a ?nal step in shaping the tube 

blank of FIG. 13 into ?nal round cross-section; ' 
FIG. 15 is a longitudinal section through the round 

?nal tubing as taken on the line 15-15 of FIG. 14; 
FIG. 16 illustrates a step in the method of forming a 

tube blank into ?nal tubing of non-round cross-section; 
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FIG. 17 illustrates a modi?ed step in the method of 

forming a tube blank into ?nal tubing of non-round 
cross-section; and 
FIG. 18 is a cross-section through modi?ed tubing 

which also embodies the invention. 
Referring to the drawings, and more particularly to 

FIGS. 1 and 2 thereof, the reference numeral 20 desig 
nates a tube blank which is a starting blank for the for 
mation of tubing with featured inner baffle ?ns. The 
tube blank 20, which may be of any suitable metal, has 
an annular peripheral wall 22 and a plurality of inner 
?ns 24 which longitudinally extend helically on the pe 
ripheral wall 22 in one direction. The ?ns 24 are in this 
instance formed integrally with the peripheral wall 22, 
and the inner-?n tube blank 20 is preferably and advan 
tageously formed from an initial non-?nned round tube 
in accordance with a method disclosed in my prior US. 
Pat. No. 3,422,518, dated Jan. 21, 1969, pursuant to 
which the ?ns 24 extend at the same uniform helix 
angle throughout, and they are of the same height and 

, thickness and preferably also equally spaced from each 
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other. 
In forming the inner-?n tube blank 20 into the fea 

tured tubing with inner baf?e ?ns (FIGS. 7 to 10), the 
blank 20 is, in an initial. step of an also featured 
method, partly compressed from opposite sides for in 
terpress of opposed ?ns 24 at their crossings (FIG. 4). 
This initial step of the featured method is disclosed in 
my aforementioned copending' application, now US. 
Pat. No. 3,662,582. More particularly, the blank 20 is 
partially ?attened into oblong cross-section with oppo 
site ?at, and preferably parallel, wall sections 26 and 
opposite return wall sections 28 which join the ?at wall 
sections 26, with the blank 20 being in this instance 
partially ?attened to an extent at which the ?ns on the 
?at wall sections 26 are at their crossings interpressed 
over their entire heightwise extent (FIG. 4). The blank 
20 is thus partially ?attened in any suitable manner, 
such as simultaneously between ?at platens (not 
shown), or progressively, yet rapidly, between rotary 
companion rolls 30 and 32 (FIG. 3). In thus partially 
?attening the blank 20, the ?ns 24 will be displaced 
from their original helical disposition on the round pe 
ripheral wall 22 into rectilinear disposition on the ?at 
wall sections 26 (FIG. 5), with the rectilinear ?ns on 
either ?at wall section extending parallel to each other 
and inclined to the axis x of the partially ?attened blank 
at their helix angle A, wherefore the ?ns on the oppo 
site ?at wall sections are inclined to each other at twice 
their helix angle. With adjacent ?ns being also equally 
spaced from each other, the ?ns on the opposite ?at 
wall sections 26 cross each other at regularly recurring 
intervals and in a uniform pattern (FIG. 5), and by vir 
tue of their interpress are indented at their crossings c, 
with the indentations i in each ?n (FIGS. 8 to 10) being 
characteristically of a depth approximately equal to 
one-half of the extent of interpress of the ?ns, and with 
the depth of the indentations i being approximately 
equal to one-half the ?n height because the interpress 
of the ?ns is in this instance over the full ?n height 
(FIG. 4). In thus interpressing the ?ns at their crossings 
0, metal of the ?ns will be displaced for the formation 
of the indentationsi in these ?ns at and near their 
crossings 0. Such displacement of ?n metal will occur 
depthwise of the ?ns and also sidewise of the ?ns. The 
?n metal thus displaced sidewise or laterally of the ?ns 
will always seek a path of least resistance. Thus, if the 
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?ns on the opposite ?at wall sections were to cross each 
other at right angles, the lateral displacement of ?n 
metal would be about equal on both sides of each ?n. 
However, with the ?ns on the opposite ?at wall sections 
26 crossing each other at the angle 2A, which is an 
acute angle, the path of least resistance to lateral dis 
placement of ?n metal at and near the crossings is pre 
dominantly to one and the same side s of the respective 
?ns (FIG. 5). 
As a result of indenting the fins on the opposite ?at 

wall sections 26 at their crossings 0, there are formed 
on each of these ?ns endwise spaced baffles b of a 
height equal to the depth of the indentations 1'. Further, 
by reason of the explained lateral ‘displacement of ?n 
metal at and near the crossings c predominantly to one 
and the same side of the respective ?ns, ensuing from 
the interpress of the ?ns, the baf?es b thus formed are 
at least in part also twisted out of the linear succession 
of the baffles on each ?n, with these twisted baf?e parts 
34 (FIGS. 5 and 8) projecting into the ?ow channels 36 
formed by adjacent ?ns. 

In the partially ?attened blank 38 (FIG. 4), the ?ns 
24 on the opposite ?at wall sections 26 are interpressed 
and their respective baf?es b, though ?nish_formed, are 
interlocked over their heightwise extent. In order to 
bring the baffles b into at least partial, but mostly into 
complete, functional exposure in the interior of the 
blank, the method further contemplates as another fea 
tured step expansion of the partially ?attened blank 38 
for separation of the ?ns at least partly from their inter 
press, but mostly for their complete separation from 
each other. This is accomplished preferably by internal 
?uid pressure in the blank. To this end, the partially ‘ 
?attened blank 38 is at one end sealed in any suitable 
manner, and the same is with its other, open end 40 
connected with a header 42 (FIG. 6) which is formed 
in parted sections 44 and 46 with interposed compres 
sion seals 48 and 50 at their partition, with these header 
sections 44, 46 forming a chamber 52 with which the 
open end 40 of the partially ?attened blank 38 is in 
communication. The header sections 44, 46 are remov 
ably clamped together with sufficient free to compel 
the compression seals 48 and 50 to seal the chamber 52 
and therewith communicating blank end 40 from the 
outside. Also communicating with the chamber 52 is an 
inlet conduit 54 through which to introduce ?uid f 
under pressure, preferably a liquid, into the chamber 
52 and, hence, also into the partially ?attened blank 38 
for expansion of the latter with ensuing separation of 
the interpressed ?ns. However, expansion of the par 
tially ?attened blank 38 in this fashion is preferably and 
advantageously controlled for simultaneously forming 
the desired final tubing 2 which in this instance is a tube 
of oblong cross-section with two predominant opposite ' 
?at wall sections 56 and short return wall sections 58 
which join‘the ?at wall sections 56 (FIG. 7), with these 
?at wall sections 56 being spaced so that the baffles b 
of the respective ?ns thereon are in this instance 
spaced apart for their full operational exposure in the 
interior of the tubing. To the end of thus controlling the 
expansion of the partially ?attened blank 38 for its for 
mation into the ?nal tubing 1, there are provided on op 
posite sides of the blank 38 ?at parallel platens 60 and 
62 against which this blank is expanded into form-?t 
therewith. The pressure of the ?uid is thereafter re 
leased, and the tube 1 removed from the header 42 and 
from the platens 60, 62. On then cutting off the oppo 
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6 
site ends of the tube, there remains a full length of ?n 
ished tubing t of uniform cross-section throughout 
(FIG. ' 7), with this tubing being usable for heat 
exchange and other purposes involving the passage of 
a ?uid therethrough. 
FIG. 8 illustrates in top plan view the disposition of 

the ?ns 24 on one of the ?at wall sections 56 of the tub 
ing t together with the baffles b on these ?ns, as they 
are in their entirety exposed to fluid passing through 
the tubing. Besides the sharply delineated multitudi 
nous baf?es b with their readily comprehensible dis 
persing and other effects on passing fluid, another eas 
ily noticeable and outstanding characteristic of these 
baf?es lies in their end parts 34 which are twisted out 
of the linear succession of the end-to-end arranged baf 
?es and project into the primary ?ow channels 36 be 
tween adjacent ?ns 24 to act as highly effective de?ec~ 
tors of passing ?uid from each of these flow channels 
into adjacent ones. Also, the multitudinous baf?es b 
are arranged in as orderly and uniform a pattern (FIG. 
8) as are the interpressed ?ns on the opposite ?at wall 
sections 26 of the partially ?attened blank 38 (FIG. 5), 
meaning that the baffles b‘ are of identical length and 
are inclined to the axis xz of the tubing t at the same 
uniform angle, and their twisted ends 34 project to one 
and the same side of the ?ns on which the baffles are 
formed, and all of these ‘twisted baf?e ends 34 are, 
moreover, baf?e ends which lead in one direction axi 
ally of the tubing, in this instance in the direction of the 
arrow 66. Accordingly, the effect of the baf?es b on 
fluid passing through the tubing t in either direction is 
most uniform on the ?uid throughout the tubing, with 
their effect on ?uid passing through the tubing in one 
direction being, moreover, different from their effect 
on ?uid passing through the tubing in the opposite tdi~ 
rection, as is self-evident from FIG. 8, wherefore the 
tubing even affords a choice of either of two opposite 
?uid ?ow directions through the tubing for different ef- V 
fects of the baf?es on the ?uid. The baffles on the ?ns 
on the ?at wall section of the tubing opposite to the ?at 
wall section 56 shown in FIG. 8 (with one of these baf 
?es being shown in dot-and-dash lineo in FIG. 8) act in 
concert with the baffles shown in FIG. 8 for optimum 
dispersing and other effects of all baffles on passing 
?uid. Moreover, with the tubing t being of the exem 
plary oblong cross-section in which the baffles on the 
fins on the opposite ?at wall sections 56 are in close 
proximity to each other (FIG. 7), virtually the total of 
?uid passing through the tubing; is within effective 
reach of all the ?ns and their baf?es for their maximum 
effect on the ?uid. This tubing is thus particularly effec 
tive for heat-exchange purposes as well as other pur— 
poses involving far-reaching flow diversion of ?uid 
passing therethrough. 
The baf?es b on the ?ns in the tubing t have further 

unique and advantageous structural characteristics not 
shown in FIG. 8. Thus, each baf?e b is in top plan view 
of the shape shown at an enlarged scale in FIG. 9, with 
each baffle being over its entire lengthwise extent, and 
also over most of its heightwise extent, curved at 68-out 
of alignment with the remaining ?n 24 on which it is 
formed, with this curvature being :morepronounced in 
one end part of the ba?le, i.e., its end part 34 which 
projects into the adjacent ?ow channel 36. This curved 
formation of the ba?‘les b springs from the earlier inter 
press of the ?ns on the opposite ?at wall sections 26 of 
the partially ?attened blank 38‘ (FIGS. 4 and 5), 
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whereby the ensuing lateral displacement of ?n metal 
at and near the crossings of these ?ns predominantly to 
one and the same side of the ?ns apparently affects 
each baf?e over its length in distorting it into this char 
acteristic curved formation. Of course, this curved for 
mation of the baf?es b further enhances their ?ow di 
version effect on passing ?uid. 
FIG. 10 shows a baf?e b in side elevation at the same 

enlarged scale in which the same is shown in top plan 
view in FIG. 9. Thus, FIGS. 9 and 10 illustrate the char 
acteristic indentations i in the ?ns as obtained by pres 
sure-indentation of the ?ns at their tips, with these 
characteristic pressure-induced indentations i being 
clearly perceptible on actually formed tubing t, and 
being never mistaken for indentations that could be 
formed by machining the ?ns for removal of ?n metal 
thereat. FIG. 10 further shows ba?'les b of the exem 
plary height of approximately one-half the ?n height, 
with the baf?es emerging from the remaining continu 
ous root or base 70 of the original ?n, wherefore the 
continuous ?n roots or bases and the spaced baf?es 
thereon also have unique blending characteristics and 
effects of continuous and interrupted ?ns. 
While for the formation of the described exemplary 

tubing t the ?ns on the opposite ?at wall sections 26 of 
the partially ?attened blank 38 are interpressed over 
the full height of the ?ns (FIG. 4), it is, of course, fully 
within the purview of the invention to partially‘ ?atten 
an inner-?n tube blank for interpress of the opposite 
?ns over less than the ?n height. Thus, FIG. 11 shows 
a partially flattened inner-?n tube blank 38a of which 
the ?ns 24a on the opposite ?at wall sections 26a are 
interpressed over part of the ?n height, in this instance 
over the distance d. In subsequently expanding the par 
tially ?attened blank 38a for separation of the inter 
pressed ?ns and preferably also for its simultaneous 
formation into tubing of desired ?nal cross-sectional 
shape, the emerging baffles on the fins will have the 
same general structural characteristics as the baf?es b 
in the described tubing t of FIGS. 7 to 10, except that 
the depth of the indentations in the ?ns and, hence, the 
height of the baf?es is less than one-half the ?n height, 
and is approximately one-half the distance d. Of course, 
the effect of these exemplary baf?es or less height on 
passing ?uid is different, at least in degree, than is the 
effect on passing ?uid of the higher ba?les in the tubing 
of FIGS. 7 to 10, and it is within the purview of the in 
vention to vary the effect of baf?es on passing ?uid 
within a particularly wide range by varying the inter 
press of the fins on the opposite ?at wall sections of 
partially ?attened blanks anywhere between bare inter 
press and full interpress of the ?ns. The featured 
method of forming inner-?n tube blanks into tubing 
with inner baffle ?ns lens itself to the attainment of still 
far more widely different effects of the baf?es on pass 
ing ?uid, by simply resorting to starting tube blanks 
with inner ?ns of widely different helix angles of the 
?ns, or widely different ?n heights, or widely different 
numbers of ?ns, for example. 
While it is advantageous for many purposes to ex 

pand a partially ?attened blank into tubing of oblong 
or many other non-round cross-sectional shapes, it is 
also contemplated to expand such partially ?attened 
blanks into tubing of round, or near-round, cross 
section, with such tubing having the unique inner baf?e 
?ns with their advantageous effects on ?uid passing 
through the tubing to meet many exacting heat 
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8 
exchange and other requirements of tubes which must 
be round for one reason or another, such as required 
passage of ?uid therethrough at optimum volumetric 
?ow rates, for example. To this end, a partially ?at 
tened inner-?n tube blank, such as the blank 38 of FIG. 
4, for example, is closed at one end, and is with its other 
end connected with a header 80 (FIG. 12) which may 
be the same as, or similar to, the ‘described header 42 
in FIG. 6, whereupon ?uid j’ under pressure is admitted 
into the header and, hence, also into the partially ?at 
tened blank to expand the same. In thus expanding the 
blank, the same is free to expand naturally into the tube 
tb of a cross-sectional shape like or similar to that 
shown in FIG. 13, which may be said to be nearly round 
and may be adequately round for some applications. 
What prevents the blank 38 from expanding into true 
round section are its short, curved return wall sections 
28 (FIG. 4) which even under the highest permissible 
pressure of the expansion ?uid in the blank fail to open 
up suf?ciently, with the result that these return wall 
sections form the opposite ridges 82 on the tube tb. At 
that, the tube tb is in FIG. 13 shown considerably out 
of-round for clearer perception, whereas a similar tube 
actually expanded came considerably closer to being 
round, with the opposite ridges on the tube being much 
less pronounced. 
To form the near-round tube tb into true round sec 

tion, it is merely necessary to draw the tube through a 
round shaping die 84 (FIG. 14). The unique ar 
rangement of the baf?e ?ns in the round tube tb is 
shown in FIG. 15. 
As already mentioned, the partially ?attened inner 

?n tube blank may be expanded into tubing of many 
different cross-sectional shapes. To this end, different 
expediences may be resorted to for deforming, and 
controlling the deformation of, an expanded tube blank 
into the desired cross-sectional shape. Thus, a partially 
?attened blank may by internal ?uid pressure be ex 
panded into the oval intermediate tube ti shown in FIG. 
16, whereupon the same may be passed between form 
ing rolls for its formation into the tube to of exemplary 
rectangular cross-section. There may be series of pairs 
of companion rolls for stepwise con?guration of the 
tube from its initial oval shape into its ?nal rectangular 
shape, with the pairs of end rolls 86, 88 and 90,92 ?n~ 
ishing the tubing formation. As an alternative to rolling 
the intermediate oval tube ti into the rectangular tube 
tc, the intermediate tube ti may be drawn through a 
shaping die 94 (FIG. 17) for its formation into the rect 
angular tube tc. 

It is, of course, understood that in partially ?attening 
an inner-?n tube blank for interpress of the ?ns and, 
hence, formation of the baffles thereon, ?n lengths 
along the return wall sections of the blank, such as the 
short, curved wall section 28 of the blank 38 in FIG. 4, 
for example, will not be interpressed with any other ?n 
and thus lack baf?es. However, the number of baf?es 
thus lacking is insigni?cant and constitutes but a min 
ute fraction of the multitude of formed baf?es in a 
tube. In any event, the overall effect of the baf?es in a 
tube on passing ?uid is for all practical intents and pur 
poses the same as though there were not even one miss 

ing baf?e. 
Tubing with the featured inner baf?e ?ns is also 

highly advantageous in forming duplex tubing 100 
(FIG. 18). Thus, there is introduced in the round tube 
th of FIG. 14, for example, a tube 102, with the baf?es 
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b of the outer tube tb resting on the peripheral wall 104 
of the inner tube 102 (FIG. 18). Preferably, the inter 
projected tubes tb and 102 are then drawn through a 
die 106 for ?rmly pressing the outer tube tb with its baf 
?es b against the inner tube 102, which completes the 
formation of the duplex tubing 100. Duplex tubing of 
this type is highly advantageous for heat-exchange pur 
poses in particular, in any fluid passing through the 
outer tube, rather than being con?ned in its flow to the 
helical channels between the ?ns, is afforded communi— 
cation peripherally throughout the outer tube, and is 
even forcefully compelled into diversionary ?ow pe 
ripherally throughout the outer tube, with the baffles 
having, moreover, their described characteristic effects 
on the passing ?uid with ensuing bene?cial results on 
?uid passing through the inner tube. 
What is claimed is: 
1. Method of forming tubing, which comprises pro 

viding a round metal tube blank having an axis, an an 
nular peripheral wall about said axis, and inner metal 
?ns on said wall extending helically thereon in one di 
rection and being spaced from said axis; partially com 
pressing the blank from two opposite sides for inter 
press of opposed ?ns at their crossings; and expanding 

, the partially compressed blank to separate the ?ns from 
their interpress. 

2. Method of forming tubing, which comprises pro 
viding a round metal tube blank having an axis, an an 
nular peripheral wall about said axis, and inner ?ns on 
and integral with said wall and extending helically 
thereon at the same helix angle and parallel to each 
other, with said ?ns being of equal height and spaced 
from said axis; partially ?attening the blank from two 
opposite sides into oblong cross-section with two oppo 
site ?at wall sections at a spacing at which the ?ns on 
one ?at wall section are at their crossings with the ?ns 
on the other ?at wall section interpressed with the lat 
ter ?ns; and expanding the partially ?attened blank to 
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separate the interpressed ?ns.‘ 

3. Method of forming tubing as in claim 2, in which 
the partially ?attened blank is expanded by internal 
?uid pressure. ' I 

4. Method of forming tubing as in claim 2, in which 
the blank is partially ?attened to have the opposite flat 
wall sections extend parallel to each other. 

5. Method of forming tubing as in claim 2, in which 
the blank is partially ?attened for interpress of the ?ns 
on the opposite ?at wall sections at their crossings over 
the entire height of the ?ns. 

6. Method of forming tubing as in claim 2, in which 
the blank is partially ?attened for interpress of the ?ns 
on the opposite ?at wall sections at their crossings over 
less than the height of the ?ns. 

7. Method of forming tubing as in claim 2, in which 
the helix angle of the ?ns in the blank is other than 45°, 

‘ so that the ?ns on the opposite ?at wall sections cross 
\ each other at an angle other than 90°. 
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8. Method of forming tubing as in claim 2, in which 
the blank is partially ?attened progressively between 
rotary companion rolls. 

9. Method of forming tubing as in claim 2, in which 
the partially ?attened blank is by internal ?uid pressure 
expanded with its peripheral wall into near annular 
cross-sectional shape. 

10. Method of forming tubing as in‘ claim 9, in which 
the' expanded blank is drawn through a round shaping 
die for formation of its peripheral wall into annular 
cross-sectional shape. - i 

11. Method of forming tubing as in claim 2, in which 
the expanded blank is drawn through a die opening of 
other than circular cross-section. ' 

12. Method of forming tubing as in claim 2, in which 
the expanded blank is passed between rotary compan 
ion rolls“ for formation of its peripheral wall into a 
cross-sectional shape other than round. 
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